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In realizing good governance, the government will establish a policy of government transparency, namely Law No. 14 of 2008 on Public Information. Right of information becomes increasingly important as the opening of the state organization for public scrutiny the administration is more accountable.

One of mandate in Act No. 14 of 2008 about Public Information is Article 13 states that public agency must indicate Documentation and Information Management Officer (PPID) in the work environment. So, based on the Decree of the Head of Communications and Information Agency of Lampung Province 800/88/III.07.05.05/2012 Diskominfo perform removal information and Documentation Information Management Officer Regional Working Units (PPID-on education) Diskominfo Lampung Province.

Based on the problems that have been described above, the method used in this study is qualitative. This study will discuss how building capacity PPID Diskominfo Institute of Lampung Province in organizing Public Information. And efforts that do by agency's ability to adjust to a change in fulfilling public information requests

Based on the results it could be conclude that the capacity building PPID Diskominfo Institute of Lampung Province in the Implementation of Public Information (KIP) is not optimal. This is due to: the alignment between individual goals with the goals the agency has not materialized, reasonable Informality in employment relationships have not materialized in the Institute PPID Diskominfo. The relationship between superior and subordinate is stiff due to indisposition. Informal relationships occur in the subordinate work relationship with subordinates.
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